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Background Information:
This information is summarized from the work of Denise Schmandt-Besserat at the University of 
Texas as written up in her books How Writing Came to Be and Before Writing.

As farming became the more common way of life in Mesopotamia, plain clay tokens began to be 
used as representations of specific quantities of common commodities, such as one sheep, a 
small amount of grain, or a jar of oil. They could be used to represent a contract of goods bought 
and sold or a record of gifts given at a temple or palace. Around 3500 BCE, new, more complex 
tokens with incised designs were added to those already in existance. Two methods were devised 
to prevent tampering with sets of tokens so that the records they represented could remain intact. 
One method was to pierce the tokens, string them together, then seal the ends of the string with 
clay that was marked by a cylinder seal*. The other method was to seal the tokens in a clay en-
velope. Since the tokens could not be seen once they were in the envelope, the habit began of 
impressing each token into the outside of the envelope before placing it inside. 

It was difficult to make a clear impression of the more complex tokens, so the recordkeepers 
began drawing the designs of the tokens onto the clay envelope. Over time, the recordkeepers 
realized that if the clay was fired hard, making it impossible to change the drawings, the tokens 
inside were unnecessary. The record became the drawings themselves. Eventually, the drawings 
evolved into signs that became cuneiform writing.

The tokens in this An Artifact Speaks box are a combination of plain and complex varieties and 
represent the following items:

#1 = one ingot of metal
#2 = (one?) sheep
#3 = one garment
#4 = a legal decision
#5 = a length of cloth
#6 = rope(?)

*A cylinder seal is a stone or shell that has been formed into a cylindrical shape and carved 
around the outside with a unique picture or picture and text combination. This unique carving 
served as the owner’s signature when rolled across a cuneiform tablet.
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